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BRAHMS (EXPERIMENT) AT RHIC (COLLIDER)�Zbigniew MajkaM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagiellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Polandfor the BRAHMS CollaborationBNL, CRN-Strasbourg, DP-Oslo, JHU-Baltimoore, HIT-Harbin, UJ-KrakówLBNL-Berkeley, NBI-Copenhagen, NORDITA-Copenhagen, NYU-New YorkTAMU-College Station, UK-Kansas, UL-Lund, UB-Bergen(Reeived February 1, 1999)The RHIC faility of Brookhaven National Laboratory will provide thephysiists ommunity with a powerful new tool. For more than �ve years,it will be the only plae in the word for experimental studies of stronglyinterating matter in a ompletely new regime. This aelerator will ol-lide di�erent ions from protons to heavy nulei at .m. energies up to 500GeV for protons and 200 GeV per nuleon pairs for Au nulei. Theory ofstrongly interating matter reveals that at very high temperatures therewill be a transition from hadroni matter to a plasma of deon�ned quarksand gluons. Suh phenomenon is also expeted at high baryon density evenat zero temperature. It is of speial interest to investigate di�erent regionsof the phase diagram for expeted formation of the quark-gluon plasma.Regardless of whether the quark-gluon state of matter will be onvininglydisovered or not, it is important to understand the basi phenomena openfor investigation in the RHIC energy domain. The BRAHMS experimenthas been designed to gather information on momentum spetra and yieldsfor various emitted hadrons as a funtion of transverse momenta and rapid-ity. Early phase of the BRAHMS researh onerns several subjets whihare ruial for understanding phenomena that our in heavy ion ollisionswithin this unexplored energy domain. Among them are: (i) reation dy-namis, (ii) mini-jet prodution, (iii) � meson prodution as quark�gluonplasma reation signature. The BRAHMS experiment will make a uniqueontribution to researh of strongly interating matter.PACS numbers: 21.65.+f, 24.85.+p, 29.20.Mr� Presented at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September1�9, 1998. (451)



452 Z. Majka1. IntrodutionThe study of ultrarelativisti nuleus�nuleus ollisions is a new andrapidly evolving �eld. First experiments started in 1986 with light ions(A � 30) almost simultaneously in Brookhaven with the AGS (Ebeam � 15GeV/nuleon) and at CERN with the SPS (Ebeam = 200 GeV/nuleon).Heavy ions (A � 200) are available in the AGS sine 1992 and in the SPSsine 1994. In these experiments ollisions our with a �xed target in thelaboratory frame. Two new olliders are planned for aeleration of heavyions to ultrarelativisti energies. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is on-struted at CERN and is planed to begin operation in 2006. At this faility,the .m. energy of olliding Pb nulei will be 5.4 TeV per nuleon pair. TheRHIC faility is under onstrution at BNL. It will provide nulear physi-ists ommunity with a powerful new tool for advaning study of stronglyinterating matter in a ompletely new regime. This aelerator will ollidedi�erent ions from protons to heavy nulei at .m. energies up to 500 GeVfor protons and 200 GeV per nuleon pairs for Au nulei. Experiments willbegin in the fall of 1999.The aim of high energy heavy ion physis is to study strongly interatingmatter at extreme energy densities. Strongly interating matter is desribedat the fundamental level through the interation of quarks whih exhangeof gluons. This non-abelian gauge theory, alled quantum hromodynamis(QCD), reveals a number of remarkable features. Most important for ourdisussion is that at very high temperatures, there will be a transition fromhadroni matter to a plasma of deon�ned quarks and gluons. It is expetedthat suh transition exhibits a disontinuity, i.e. a phase transition. Numer-ial simulations of the lattie gauge theory have established the transitiontemperature to be in the range of 150� 10 MeV.Aording to the standard osmologial model, temperature of the osmibakground radiation exeeded 200 MeV up to the 10�s after the Big Bang.The early universe was hene �lled with the quark�gluon plasma, ratherthan hadrons. It is important to mention that aording to some models atransition to the quark gluon phase is also expeted at high enough baryondensities even at zero temperature. Estimated range of suh ritial densitiesis 4�0 < � < 10�0, where �0 is the ground state density of nulear matter.One of the most important goals of the heavy ion physis is to exploredi�erent regions of the phase diagram of nulear matter and to investigateproperties of nulear matter at various temperatures and presures. It isof speial interest of ultrarelativisti heavy ion physis to investigate thephase diagram regions for expeted formation of the quark�gluon plasma.Extrapolation from present results indiates that the RHIC faility will rihall relevant onditions for expeted quark�gluon plasma formation.Eah of the four experiments (BRAHMS, PHENIX, PHOBOS, STAR) [1℄



BRAHMS (Experiment) at RHIC (Collider) 453being onstruted for RHIC will make a unique ontribution to the searhfor and the investigation of the quark�gluon plasma. Detailed desription ofRHIC experiments are available elsewhere [1℄ and a brief omparison of theseexperiments is given in [2℄. In the next Setion, we will fous on the BroadRAnge Hadron Spetrometer (BRAHMS) experiment [3℄ whih has beendesigned to gather basi information in heavy ion reations on momentumspetra and yields for various emitted hadrons as a funtion of transversemomenta, pt, and rapidity, y.2. Experimental set upThe BRAHMS experimental set up (see Fig. 1) is designed to mea-sure inlusive and semi-inlusive harged hadrons (��;K� and ��) overa wide range of pseudorapidity (0 � � � 4) and transverse momentum(0:2 � pt � 3) GeV/ for all available beams and energies [3℄. In addition,entrality of ollisions is measured by a global multipliity detetor, andbeam-beam ounters provide the experiment with vertex determination. Ex-tensive overing of the y versus pt spae for harged partile measurementsis a unique feature of the BRAHMS experiment. Design of the spetrome-ter omes from traking riteria and the atual hoie has been on�rmedthrough extensive simulations.

Fig. 1. BRAHMS experimental set up [3℄.



454 Z. MajkaThe BRAHMS has two movable magneti spetrometers for harged par-tile measurements. The Forward Spetrometer (FS) will ontain four mag-nets (D1�D4), for sweeping and analysing of primary partiles emergingfrom the reation vertex. The most forward setting (2:1Æ) is limited by thebeam pipe and the FS an be moved up to 30Æ position. In order to bend25 GeV/ partiles, the D1 magnet will supply a �eld up to 1.2 T. The FSwill be operated in two di�erent modes: (i) the high-momentum mode, (ii)the low-momentum mode. The high momentum forward going partiles areswept by two dipoles (D1, D2) towards the bak region of the spetrometerwhere they are traked in several detetors. The partile momenta are ob-tained by the trajetory determinations and the on�rmation that they havepassed though another two dipoles (D3, D4). Eah of traking elements T1and T2 will onsist of a Time Projetion Chamber (TPC), whih provide agood three dimensional trak identi�ation and rejetion of the bakground.Requirements for T1 are the most severe sine it has to deal with estimatedpartile densities up to the order of 0.2 m�2. The traking detetors T3�T5will be onventional Multiplane Wire Drift Chambers (MWDC). The posi-tion of traks are determined loally with auray better than 0.3 mm andtheir diretion to better than 0.5 mrad.The lower momentum part of the partile identi�ation for the FS isbased on two time-of-�ight hodosopes, H1 and H2. Eah sintilator sta�(H1 � 40 and H2 � 20 staves, respetively) will be instrumented with a fastphotomultiplier at both ends, giving a time resolution of � < 75 ps.High momentum partiles will be identi�ed behind T2 using a onven-tional segmented �erenkov tank (C1) and behind H2 using a ring-imaging�erenkov detetor (RICH) with C4F10 as a radiator gas.The Mid Rapidity Spetrometer (MRS) is designed to over an angularregion from 30Æ up to 90Æ and to measure and identify partiles in the rangeof momentum 0:2 < p < 5 GeV/. The MRS has a single dipole magnet D5and overs of 8 msr solid angle. Sine many partiles deteted behind themagnet arise from deays and seondaries, it is neessary to have trakingin front of the magnet. One of two Time Projetion Chambers (TPC1) willbe served for this purpose and a seond (TPC2) will be plaed behind themagnet. The time-of-�ight detetion will be done with an array of plastisintilators (TOFW). High momentum partiles will be identi�ed using apressurized gas �erenkov threshold detetor.The aeptane of both spetrometers is displayed in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Aeptane of the BRAHMS experiments. Region I is measured with thefull forward arm, Region II with the D1-D2 part alone, and Region III with theMRS [3℄. 3. Physis overviewIt has been stated in Se. 1 that the quark�gluon plasma may be reatedin high energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions under a broad range of onditions.A high net baryon density (p� p+ n� n) and low temperature regime anbe studied if the stopping of projetile results in high baryon density. Thisregime is now being studied in the heavy ion �xed target experiments atthe AGS (BNL) and at the SPS (CERN). Creation of the baryon poor, hightemperature plasma, requires of the ollision energies far above the stoppingregime. In this situation, the olliding nulei pass through eah other andthe baryon rih regions will be lose to the rapidity of the original nulei.After nulei passed through eah other, a strong olor �eld might be reatedin a spae between them. It is antiipated that this olor �eld is a resultof the quark�gluon plasma reation with about an equal number of baryonsand anti-baryons. The RHIC faility allows studies of both regimes. Namely,the baryon poor quark�gluon plasma will be investigated in the midrapidity



456 Z. Majkaregion and the baryon rih plasma will be studied in the fragmentationregions of rapidity.Regardless of whether the quark�gluon state of matter will be onvin-ingly disovered or not, it is important to understand the basi onditionsexisting in the RHIC energy ollisions in terms of energy and baryon densi-ties, thermodynamis and hydrodynamis properties, hadronization et.Early phase of the BRAHMS researh onerns three subjets whih areruial for understanding the phenomena that our in heavy ion ollisionsat this unexplored energy domain (up to 200 GeV per nuleon pair).� A �rst question onerns reation dynamis and is related to suhtopis as stopping, hemial equilibrium and thermalization. The mostbasi information omes from the momentum spetra and yields ofvarious emitted partiles as a funtion of the transverse momentum, ptand rapidity, y. The rapidity dependene of the spetral shapes revealthe reation dynamis and the degree of thermalization attained. Onthe other hand, the partile yields as a funtion of y are importantindiators of densities obtained in the ollisions and of the entropyprodution.The importane of these measurements an be justi�ed investigatingthe model alulations of the net baryon density as a funtion of rapid-ity (see Fig. 3) [4℄. The FRITIOF 1.7 model [5℄ predits a �at, baryonpoor region in midrapidity for entral ollisions at the RHIC energies.The peaks at y = �3:8 are shifted by 1.6 units from the beam rapidityof �5:4. The VENUS 4.02 ode [6℄ applied for the same system givesdramatially di�erent results from the FRITIOF, showing no baryonfree region and smaller peaks at y = �2:6. The higher stopping inher-ent in VENUS spreads the olliding baryons over the whole rapiditydomain. Another result from the RQMD transport model [7℄, whihalso inorporates a string breaking sheme is in a better agreementwith the VENUS results.Our disussion has shown the importane of the rapidity dependeneof the baryon yield measurements. Equally strong arguments an bemade for meson pt distribution measurements over a wide range ofrapidity. Furthermore, it is important to study these distributions asa funtion of mass of the olliding nulei and the violene of ollision.All these informations are ritially sought to set onstrains on thetheoretial models and for understanding the basi physial onditionsof the quark�gluon plasma reation.
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Fig. 3. Calulated rapidity density distributions for entral Au+Au reations [4℄.Di�erent models (see text) are indiated by the line-type.� A seond aim of the BRAHMS measurements is related to �mini-jet�partile produtions. The mini-jet partiles are produed in hard sat-terings with pt � 2 GeV/ and are a probe of dense matter. Theinlusive mini-jet distributions an be used to learn about suh nu-lear e�ets as jet quenhing and gluon shadowing [8,9℄. The HIJINGmodel [8℄ ombines the FRITIOF approah to the soft proesses [5℄and the PYTHIA [10℄ treatment of the perturbative QCD for hardproesses with elements of the Dual Parton Model [11℄. There are alsoalternative alulations, namely the Parton Casade Model [12℄ witha luster hadronization sheme [13℄. Both of these models properlyreprodue the data from p + p and p + p reations at RHIC ener-gies [13, 14℄. Fig. 4 presents the alulated ratio of the invariant rosssetion at the midrapidity versus the transverse momentum for theAu +Au and p + p ollisions at the same beam energy per nuleonpair [15℄. The model dependene of this ratio is striking and a greatneed for the experimental results is evident.� Signatures of the quark�gluon plasma phase transition will be soughtby all RHIC experiments. One of the potential signatures of quark�gluon plasma formation involves the measurement of �(1020) mesonprodution in ultrarelativisti heavy ion ollisions [16℄. The hiralsymmetry restoration might ause some modi�ations of the � masswidth, sine the low pt �'s will deay inside the hadroni �reball. Astudy of the pt dependene of suh e�et, might onstitute a signatureof the quark�gluon plasma formation. The MRS, whih has reasonablesolid angle and good hadron identi�ation, will be used to study �meson prodution dynamis via its deay to K+;K�.
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Fig. 4. The ratio of the alulated invariant ross setion from entral Au+Auto that of p + p as a funtion of the transverse momentum [15℄. The HIJINGalulation are taken from Ref. [8℄ and the Parton Casade Model alulation fromRef. [12℄. 4. SummaryFor more than �ve years, the RHIC faility will be the only plae in theword for experimental study of strongly interating matter in a ompletelynew regime. Di�erent onditions, and therefore di�erent physis, are ex-peted to exist over the range of rapidities available there. The BRAHMSexperiment with its wide range of rapidity and good harged hadron identi-�ation makes it a unique in investigation of strongly interating matter.REFERENCES[1℄ BRAHMS: F. Videbaek, Nul. Phys. A566, 299 (1994); PHENIX:S. Nagamiya, Nul. Phys. A566, 287 (1994); PHOBOS: B. Wysloluh, Nul.Phys. A566, 305 (1994); STAR: J.W. Harris Nul. Phys. A566, 277 (1994).[2℄ C. Halliwell, Ata Phys. Pol. B27, 3709 (1996).[3℄ BRAHMS � Coneptual Design Report, BNL-62018 (informal) (1995).[4℄ F. Videbaek, Proeedings of the Workshop on Partile Distributions inHadroni and Nulear Reations UIC, June 10-12, 1998.[5℄ B. Andersson, G. Gustafson, B. Nielsson-Almqvist, Nul. Phys. B281, 289(1987).[6℄ K. Werner, Z. Phys. C42, 85 (1989).[7℄ Th. Shönfeld, et al., Nul. Phys. A544, 439 (1992).
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